
 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

SATURDAY 16TH MARCH 2019 @ 14:00 FOR 14:30 

THE QUAKER MEETING HOUSE, CORPORATION LANE, SY1 2NU 

1) Present:  

Simon Howard (SH)   Plot 15 

Kay Hawkins (KH)   Plots 21 + 22 

Charles Mansell (CM)  Plot 46 + 43 

Clare Owen   Plots 4 + 5 

Fiona Owen   Plots 12 + 14  

Pat Mansell   Plot 49 

Ben Brown    Plot 40 

Beverly Fry    Plot 25 

Tony Lord   Plots 16 + 17 

Phil + Lib Oliver  Plot 18 

Tim Kirby     Plot 38 

Apologies from Doreen Hancock, Steve Millar and Robert Copland.  

SH welcomed the room and thanked them for their attendance. Meeting opened at 14:30. 

2) CM ran through a brief synopsis of the minutes from 2018 AGM. It was agreed by all that 
these were a fair representation.  
 

3) SH went through his Chair’s Report, which covered CM taking over from Charlotte Cluderay 
as Secretary, agreeing plot fees for the coming year with the local council and the 
landowner, problems with water supply and a leak, updates to the website, GDPR, lease, 
woodchip pile, repairs to lane. 
 
SH went through proposed update to the site rules, with a view the committee will publish 
them for approval with them then being enabled from the start of the new lease, noting that 
all members will need to re-sign the declaration.  Action: SH to distribute summary of 
proposed site rule changes to all members for comment.  
 
CM has placed incinerator at the communal shed, SH/CM mentioned that this is for dead 
and diseased materials and not for general waste or anything that would produce excessive 
smoke; all can make use of it providing the committee are notified. Action: committee to 
arrange a big burn of the pile next to the communal shed. 



 
4) CM briefly covered membership over 2018. We have a handful of plots available and there is 

currently no waiting list. Previous advertising on Facebook or social media, which has proven 
more successful than print. Once fees have been collected, the committee will have a better 
idea about which plots are vacant. As per previous AGM, CM has actively tried to maintain 
empty plots so as they would be appealing to prospective members. 
Action:  
CM to prepare a list of vacant plots, in order that they can be cleared.  
SH to chase all outstanding plot fees at end of March. 
KH/CM mentioned the communal raised boxes, two require additional soil to fill them to a 
useable level, two boxes had been planted by Pat Mansell and Fred Owen, members are 
encouraged to donate any spare plants to them. 
 

5) KH took the room through the summary of accounts which had been prepared.  
 

6) Election of officers: SH, CM and KH to continue as chair, secretary and treasurer respectively.  
In terms of non -committee roles, Phil Oliver happy to be an advisory figure to a Fire Warden 
with the committee being responsible for any fires onsite. Social events were encouraged by 
the site and they would receive committee backing; no volunteers for this specific role. 
 

7) SH mentioned that a formal workday/task list would not be required this year as the site is in 
general good condition because of members’ assistance. It was agreed that as and when any 
task that needs action, the committee would notify all members for any assistance with it 
when they are on site. 
 

8) Committee advised that no fundraising was expected to be needed during this year, but it 
would be good to have a social event.  Suggestions welcome.  
 

9) AOB: Pat Mansell has started the “seed swap” open to all members, this will be located 
initially in CM shed. CM will also fix a poly greenhouse to the side of his shed which will 
house any spare plants for any plot holder to take. 
Libby and Phil Oliver expressed thanks for the support and assistance given by fellow 
members with their plot. 
 
Meeting closed at 15:30 

 


